Because we never had a chance to talk, to teach each other and learn from each other, racism had diminished all the lives it touched... Our young must be taught that racial peculiarities do exist, but that beneath the skin, beyond the differing features and into the true heart of being, fundamentally, we are more alike, my friend, than unalike.

- Maya Angelou

The constitution does not provide for first and second class citizens.

- Wendell L. Willkie
In recent times, nativist feelings and animus against "others/outsiders" have started to run rampant in a public and clamorous fashion. A country's collective mood is reflected in the prevalent moves toward adopting initiatives that will curtail the exercise and enjoyment of civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights of persons - citizens and non-citizens alike. Examples of these "populist" movements abound. One is the now infamous Proposition 187 in California which is based on shaky legal ground but strong popular support. The Proposition sought to deny any access to health (except emergency care but including pre-natal and post-natal maternity services), education, and welfare benefits to some, though on the face of the initiative, not all, undocumented foreigners. Similar to Prop 187, the federal immigration and welfare "reforms" purport to fix the "immigration" problem by keeping out undesirables and getting rid of "illegals." These federal laws also deny social welfare benefits to citizens and non-citizens alike.

One particularly odious example of the attempted tyranny of the so-called moral majority against the rights of an "othered" group is the now formally-declared unacceptable Amendment 2 in which Colorado citizens succeeded in their "populist" movement to prohibit localities within the state from passing measures to protect sexual minorities. Amendment 2 specifically prohibited any municipality from enacting an ordinance that proscribes discrimination against its gay, lesbian and bisexual population in housing and employment. Even after the pronouncement of illegality from our Supreme Court, the ultimate adjudicator of constitutionality of such laws, the hostility and animosity of the self-proclaimed architects and guardians of our morality and rectitude - who claim not only to be the readers of our moral compass but also to have the ability to set its proper course - has not ceased. Rather, subsequent attempts to pass similar anti-gay/lesbian rights laws seek to test the depth and stability of the legal reasoning that invalidated the Colorado amendment. Indeed, it appears that instead of clarifying the existence of rights of gay and lesbian persons, the Romer decision has fueled the animus against them.

Certainly, any analysis of the emergence of nativist, racialized animus is incomplete without mention of the prevalent, pernicious attacks on affirmative action that are infecting the country and creating a backlash against the ability of persons of color fully to exercise their participatory prerogatives in all corners of this so-called democratic society from the classroom to the workplace, from the trenches to the voting booth. The consequences of these efforts are nowhere as evident as in the composition of law school and medical school classes in the public California universities with the most striking and stark manifestation being at Boalt Hall where only a single Black student enrolled in the entering first year law school class.

In the legal education field, University of Texas Professor Lino Graglia's anthropological and ethnographic musings on the Black and Mexican cultures have come to represent the heart of the anti-affirmative action debate. His now-infamous observations described the Black and Mexican cultures as being ones "that seem[ ] not to encourage achievement [and in which] failure is not looked upon with disgrace," thus, perhaps inferring that failure is expected and even acceptable. These pronouncements while unforgettable, unamusing and uninformed, certainly reflect the widespread, epidemic climate of cultural supremacy that views differences through the lens of stereotypes and myth which are then presumed to be, and are anointed as, truths and objective fact. Unapologetic at, and unperturbed by, the negative reactions to his remarks, Professor Graglia further explained himself stating that while he did not believe that minority students were genetically or intellectually inferior, "there is a cultural factor at work." He simply sought to provide the "least controversial, the most congenial response" to rationalize why such students did not perform en par with White students. Undaunted, the constitutional law professor continued: "It appears to be the case that somehow some races see to it that their kids are more serious about school. They cut less and they study more."
In this Essay, I purport to eschew any divisive strategy such as Professor Graglia's and instead propose that the way to empowerment and full participation for communities of color, and indeed for all members of society, is to work together to build coalitions and maintain alliances. This piece, entitled "Building Bridges III" builds upon two previous works that have wrestled with the theme of cooperation within and between communities. Building Bridges I was the first time I wrote on what could be labeled identity themes. In that work I focused on the Latina/o communities in the United States and, while recognizing, accepting, and embracing our pan-ethnic diversity, I emphasized our common grounds, our merged and shared fields of interests, goals, and languages that would, could, and should encourage and facilitate our working together to build bridges among ourselves with the intent of aiding and promoting our collective conditions vis-a-vis the majority community.

In Building Bridges II, I suggested the building of a different type of bridge - one between the global and the local, using international human rights norms to establish our entitlement not only to civil and political rights but also social, economic, cultural and solidarity rights. Such a model permits and facilitates our claims on the social contract and thus, enhances the lives and spirits of persons and communities of color. This second article identified three areas in which our domestic laws failed to provide protection that international human rights norms afford: gender biases, the death penalty, and the panoply of curtailments that some of the referenced state initiatives have effected. The enhanced international protections also inlcude the rights to language and culture contained in human rights instruments but absent in our local jurisprudence as well as some indirect deprivations of the related rights of association and education.

The second bridge proposal coincided with the emergence of the LatCrit movement - a recently denominated tributary of critical thinking and conversations - initiated by Latina/o scholars and their friends just a couple of years ago when some of us were lamenting the absence of Latina/o voices from critical legal discourses. We thought about the diversity within our comunidad as, after all, we are men and women; blond and brunette; tall and short; lesbian/gay and straight; Buddhist and santera/o; monolingual, bilingual, multilingual; and of Black, White, Asian, and Native/indigenous roots. Could we and our friends - who are men and women; blond and brunette; tall and short; lesbian/gay and straight; Buddhist and santera/o; monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual; and of Black, White, Asian, and Native/indigenous roots - coalesce around issues of justice, democracy and true participatory citizenship? In just a short period of time the movement has exhibited great potential. To be sure, we have had successes and stresses. However, honest, caring, humanitarian discourse that taxes our own abilities to sympathize and empathize with, and learn from, each other and our collective similarities and differences in experiences and knowledges ultimately succeeds in the quest to create a more diverse, inclusive environment. It is a wholly satisfying endeavor, not to mention a daunting challenge, to work towards building a community that values everyone's history, culture and languages. This piece suggests the building of yet another bridge - one between and among communities of color, communities which pave the way for these conversations because of their natural interlockings, built-in commonalties as embodied in, and represented by Afro-Latinas/os, Native/Latinas/os, and Latina/o-Asians.

Drawing from such indivisible and interdependent commonalties, this Essay, in three parts, explores bridge building among communities of color with the purposes of creating, maintaining, and developing alliances. The first part, Personal Narratives, shares with readers some cuentos (stories) as a method and path in which to position the lectors: to contextualize my frontiers and familiarize them with my daily travels through diverse and varied borderlands; the many communities with which I intersect and interact, and in which I live - all of them my communities; and in all of which I am both insider and outsider. Part II, Incoherent Paradigms, suggests that the prevailing race-based legal Pdigms are, today, imperfect and under-inclusive because they force an epistemological perspective that is not adequate or appropriate for the inspection and study of the myriad identity issues permeating present day society and consequently law
Finally, in *Plural Citizens*, the Essay proposes a globalization of our interests, views, and positions. We are increasingly complex beings, communities, and societies. In prior works I have proposed that we shift from a myopic single-trait analytical framework to a multidimensional framework that moves those who are most at the margins to the center of identity discourse. n42

In order to promote understanding of the margins, this work proposes that we continuously engage in, and regularly practice, polilocal hermeneutics, n43 a process in which we keep firmly planted [*311*] holds on all defining aspects of identity and community, in which the sources of knowledge and meaning of identity components/community are "collective, interactive, inter-subjective, and networked." n44 Only by engaging in such multilingual, multicultural, multiracial discourses within ourselves and between and among our various and varied communities, where intellectual analysis is grounded in all of our worlds not only part of them, will we be able to understand and work within our cultural, racial, gender, sexuality, ethnic, religious differences with a goal of strengthening and respecting all the pertinent communities, rather than seeking to silence and subordinate some peoples and citizenries in favor of the existing hegemonic hierarchical Pdigm. n45

I. Personal Narratives

Recently, Maya Angelou explained the voice of her narratives. n46 That account, a description of her writing process, expressions, representations, inspirations, and expositions, helped me understand a lot better what I do, why I do it, and why I do it the way I do. She writes about Black people because that is what she knows. That is her life, her experience, her identity and her community. She continued to explain and expand that observation by underscoring that the anecdotes her poetry and other writings, including screenplays, relate are constituted from her understandings, knowledges, and insights. Her stories are, in the end and in their foundation, stories about people, about communities and societies, about humanity and human nature and all the emotions, feelings, passions and needs of the human spirit. Thus her chronicles, her histories are in essence [*312*] stories about and for all of us, simply plaited with her yarn, there for all of us to experience, enjoy, grasp, discover, and learn. The manner, method, and style in which the chronicles are casted and framed simply reflect and resonate her voice. This Essay's objective and aspiration is that different and diverse persons and communities reading my meditations will be able to engage in polilocal hermeneutics to analyze, translate and pronounce, in turn in myriad voices, my hope to form an emancipatory cross and multicultural alliances that can and will result in a harmonious and thriving coexistence among us.

Thus the first question that immediately might surface and beg for an answer is: what is her voice? What are the translations, pronunciations, and analyses in which we have to engage? Who is talking to us: the lawyer; the daughter; the sister; the law professor; the friend; the lover; the writer; the woman; the Latina in the United States; the naturalized "American;" the Cuban-born, Puerto Rico-raised exile; the normativa; the outsider? The answer is, and must be, the indivisible amalgamation of those tongues, experiences, knowledges, spaces, times, and places, because all those are my worlds - mundos through which I journey every day - each exposing race, color, ethnicity, gender, nationality, culture, sexuality, and language fronteras that I encounter, travel, and inhabit daily. These complicated mappings are routine excursions for me, representations of the moving in and out of worlds of language and culture; nationality and ethnicity; normativity and outsidersness; privilege and subordination; and race, sex, and sexuality. The outlook, perspective, and positionality associated with, entrenched in, and intrinsic to such multilingualism, multiculturalism, polilocalities are performed instinctively, unnoticed, subconsciously - without patent, palpable, abrupt changes, but rather fluidly as if one were slowly pouring honey or molasses from one vessel to another.
Yet, in such world traveling, context is defining, constitutive. The course or path I track is related to, and determined by, not only the theme of the chronicle, the journey, the history that we are tracing or designing, but also with whom I am traveling, deliberating. Comfortable chats with Spanish-speaking friends may, unnoticed, flow and mutate gradually into English if the conversation shifts to fields, such as law or computers or diplomacy, where English retains an (unconscious, impenetrable) hegemonic, conquering hold.

At times these transitional passages and transformations may instead be conscious and necessary. They also may have anomalous, hurtful and frustrating consequences. For example, I was born in Cuba, and after a brief eighteen-month sojourn through Miami, lived in Puerto Rico through high school. During this time, and I must confess, during my time in college and law school, I was clueless [*313] about the racial/ethnic politics and policies of the United States. Unlike persons raised within the dominant society and whose early experiences with exclusion and derision were part of their formative process, constitutive of their identities, n47 I was wholly ignorant and unaware that I would be considered an "other," an "outsider," once I crossed into the U.S. borders. I was unaware I was considered different simply because of my name, of where I was born, what my mother tongue is, or because of my brownness. I attribute my lack of knowledge and comprehension to the fact that, during my formative years, my family existed in an environment where, except for my sex, people like me constituted the norm. We were all Latina/o, spoke Spanish, and as such came in all shapes and colors. Indeed, within our borders we would marvel at the estado unidenses - within these U.S. borders the normativas/os n48 - who came to our land in largely failed attempts to attain our brownness, the very hue that is a central tenet of our subordinated and colonized status within these fronteras. n49

Growing up normativa there was never a question as to whether I, or the rest of the children like me, were capable, intelligent or deserving of an education. There was never a whisper or an insinuation about whether we would be pushed to our potentials. All my teachers - Mr. Castro, Mrs. Carrasquillo, Mr. Garcia, Sister Mary Nadine - always expected me to excel in math, science and languages. They thought speaking English and Spanish was good, and that adding a "foreign language" requirement to the mix, meaning French, was even better. They encouraged us to do our best, and enabled us in overcoming all academic challenges. Contrary to Professor Graglia's suggestion, I never heard, witnessed, or otherwise understood, experienced, or perceived, among all the Latina/o families (immediate and extended), communities, and teachers surrounding me, throughout my life, the most minuscule of hints or whispers that in our culture failure would not be a disgrace, that education was not valued, that achievement was not encouraged, or that we were not competitive in any and all institutions.

[*314] But of course there was the matter of sex. I was supposed to be docile, respectful, quiet, self-effacing, retiring, and domestic in my life. n50 At the same time, I was supposed to be the smartest, the fastest, the strongest in class. Somehow this was never congruent and I rebelled in my tame girl sort of way and eschewed gender-subordination. For example, when mami decided I should start doing chores and decided that making my bed was a good place to start, but did not require the same of my brother, I simply refused. And the tactic sort of worked - in those days abuela who lived with us and who would make Ernesto's bed, started to make mine, too. Similarly, I insisted that Ernesto and I take turns riding in the front seat of the car with mami y papi, participated in sports, kept up my good grades, kept my pony-tail, climbed trees, and wore hi-tops way before it was the accepted or appropriate thing for girls to do.

But aside from being a girl, I was the norm - until I arrived in this country and suddenly became an "other." I know this now; I did not know it then. I did not know it when I was in law school - although I should have had a clue here and there such as the time when a teacher suggested that course evaluations might provide credible and believable information if the students were required to state their class rank. This, supposedly, would provide the boundaries between credible and not credible commentators. I could not for the life of me, then or now, figure out what class rank has to do with the ability to critique or evaluate a teacher.
But time has passed and I have learned my civics lesson. I now understand the roadmap of what some perceive is my proper place and space in this society of ours. Yet that knowledge alone does not change or impede journeys in my worlds nor does it soften the blows associated with them. For example, the first LatCrit meeting, which took place in conjunction with the Hispanic National Bar Association's Annual Meeting, was held in Puerto Rico - the island paradise where I was raised in an extended, loving family. In order to attend the gathering and hear our presentations, Mami y papi flew down from Miami and stayed with tia y tio - the aunt and uncle who were like my second set of parents. Of course, they got all dressed up - you know how parents are like that - and came to the conference. They were there in the room, so proud. When it was time for me to speak I, imperceptibly to all but myself, traveled a million worlds in a matter of moments. Because mi familia was there, I was forced deliberately, consciously, premeditatedly to choose a language for my presentation. Now remember we were in Puerto Rico, where I was raised speaking Spanish at home - a language that is [^315] still the only one we use in mi familia, in part because my tia y tio do not speak English. To be sure they can get by in a restaurant, or ask for directions, but fluency to understand a speech they simply do not have, or need, as Spanish is the official language in Puerto Rico. So there I was in their home, in their country, speaking at a Hispanic Bar meeting to a room full of Latina and Latino law professors, having had mi familia travel to see me talk about Latinas and Latinos and our communities, unable to use my mother tongue - the language with which they raised me, one that they will understand - for to do so would have resulted in the exclusion of many of my colleagues. I suppose that had I had time to contemplate this dilemma, this language frontera that I faced, I might have opted for delivering the talk in French so that I would have ended up talking to myself, my mom, and perhaps a couple of others in the audience. That linguistic choice patently would have presented to all the point and the pain of exclusion. World traveling is never easy. And I posit it is made even harder by the incoherence of the legal Pdigms vis-a-vis many of our communities.

II. Incoherent Paradigms

In the United States, the dominant legal Pdigm to analyze race, the apparent essence of difference or otherness, is the binary Black/White Pdigm. This dichotomous approach presupposes that there is only one race: the Black race, and that the aspirational goal is the normative non-raceness of Whiteness. No other reason can explain the outcome in the early citizenship-prerequisite cases studied by Ian Haney-Lopez in which, as he notes, courts simply bend over backwards to show non-Whiteness of all persons other than those who are Anglo-Saxon/Western European.

[^316] The predominance of this legal perspective is evident in the reasoning courts have used in analyzing civil rights laws. For example, in studying whether Arabs and Jews could state a claim under civil rights laws, rather than conclude that civil rights laws protect all persons from acts of discrimination, the Court opted to racialize Arab ancestry and Judaism in order to find discrimination against these classes actionable. Thus the racialization of discrimination is so embedded in our legal thinking that instead of stating that a democratic society finds any invidious discriminatory treatment of persons intolerable, our legal system has opted to racialize religion and nationality - two classifications that, to be sure, may coexist with race, meaning Blackness, but are different and apart from it. In the context of such Black/White Pdigm, discrimination against Latinas/os is not analyzed as discrimination on the basis of nationality or ethnicity, or even language. In order to find illegality in certain treatment of Latinas/os, the prevalent model racializes their ethnicity or national origin in order to locate such differentiation on the familiar topography of racial discrimination. As might well be expected, this incoherence has led to anomalous results such as the cases in which a Black Cuban, but not an individual described by the courts as a Caucasian of Cuban descent, was deemed to have stated a prima facie case of race discrimination. This absurdity is exacerbated if one considers that the various different cultures constitute racial normativity in deeply divergent manners. For example, the Latina/o, particularly the caribeña, and the "American" construction and perception of race (and color) are dramatically different.

[^315]
United States, driven by its mono-racial perspective of Black as the race, the central, essential, axiomatic 
Pdigm that courts religiously accept, believe in, and impose is the rule of hypodescent - the so-called "one 
drop" rule. n59 [*317] This model dictates that, regardless of phenotype, one drop of Black blood makes 
a person Black. There is no amount of whitening that can make someone with the proverbial one drop the 
normative, the one entitled to full benefits of citizenship in society. "The metaphor is one of purity and 
contamination: White is unblemished and pure, so one drop of ancestral Black blood renders on Black. 
Black is a contaminant that overwhelsm white ancestry." n60

In contrast, caribeñas/os subscribe to the notion of blanqueamiento, n61 whitening, ironically also a 
one drop rule of sorts. However, this version of the one-drop rule provides that one drop of White blood 
starts you on the route to Whiteness, in all events the desirable condition. Indeed it is this rather different 
perspective that has Latinas/os, who by Non Latina/o White ("NLW") standards are 95% non-White, self- 
reporting at a rate of 95% to be White. n62 The significant item is that the caribeñas/os identify by 
ethnicity and culture rather than by the NLW conception of race. In the Caribbean, the reality of racial 
admixtures evolved the notion of race into a fluid continuum, rather than the absolute Black-White Pdigm. 
n63 In the fluid model, the construction of race is imbued with values based upon class, education, 
economics, and culture. Unlike the dominant Pdigm, the fluid model lacks rigid borders and allows 
traveling in and out of categories. Outside our communities, with the application of the dominant norm 
regardless of whether a Latina/o appears White, s/he nevertheless is othered - because of the racializing of 
his/her latinidad which can be reflected in a person's name, ethnicity, language, color, nationality, and/or 
accent. Significantly, and this is something I keep trying to explain to my father this day, in the United 
States, within these fronteras, he cannot be White because he is Latino. 

[*318] This is not to say that racial discrimination does not exist within Caribbean communities - it does 
and it often goes unpronounced, or more accurately, it is deemed unpronounceable. For example, we have a 
"bad hair" test - one that only makes sense in the tropics: if one sits under a ceiling fan and one's hair 
moves it is "good hair;" otherwise, it is pelo malo. And when someone is acting too uppity - too 
"blanquita/o" - the comment is "enseña ame a tu abuela" - show me your grandmother. The 
unpronounceability of the reality of racism within our communities became patent during one of the talks I 
delivered and upon which this Essay is based. One young Latina law student approached me and noted that 
she was rather shocked and could not believe that I dared utter these things about our community in public. 
While emphatic about her view that each should say/do what s/he believes is right, she was obviously 
uncomfortable with my revelations and questioned the propriety of such public airing of our "dirty laundry" 
- insinuating that these notions are best kept quiet, to be discussed only in private, in familia. Certainly, the 
Latina/o community does not have the corner on the market with respect to the "unwritten rule" that we do 
not talk about color issues in public. For example, when a professor of color who was describing to a group 
of colleagues of color a work in progress tackling the issue of color discrimination in the Black and 
Latina/o communities, they questioned the wisdom of writing on such a topic. n64

I firmly believe that in order to build community and alliances we must resist, thwart, and repel not only the 
racism confronting our communities from the outside but also the racism, sexism, and homophobia 
infesting our communities from within. However, the point here is not one of the absence or presence of 
racism within la comunidad Latina. Rather, the epistemological challenge is that in the prevalent 
monolingual discourse on race, the master narrative's version of the one drop rule obscures and silences the 
other languages. The hegemonic story has designed the way race is constructed. n65 For example, while 
to many Latinas/os it is perfectly understandable that there are dramatically varying hues among siblings, 
the concept is a strange one for the normativas/as. So a pair of siblings in which one appears to Black and 
the other appears to be Anglo/a is a confusing scenario to the normativas/os that the dominant 
discourse (dis)solves by rendering both non-White by virtue of one of their non-Whiteness. n66

One dramatic example of the divergent perceptions, understandings, and constructions of race comes from 
Piri Thomas' book Down These Mean Streets. n67 The narrator is a second-generation Puerto Rican raised
in East Harlem who gets involved with drugs and crime and ends up in prison in Lexington, Kentucky. While he is in the food line waiting to eat and having a conversation with a fellow Puerto Rican inmate, the line divides into two: the Black line and the White line. The main character is engrossed in his conversation and not really aware of, or paying attention to, the division, or the basis for the division. As the line moves, he follows his Puerto Rican friend in line as they continue their chat. Suddenly a guard stops him and asks him, "Where do you think you are going?", shoves him into the Black line and sePtes him from his Puerto Rican brother. This pointedly reflects the imposition of the race order by the master narrative. The prison guard defines the narrator by race and not, as the narrator would have described himself, by culture or ethnicity. Such alien borderlands which impose an unfamiliar system of identity may lead to great confusion in the subordinated peoples. This is clear in the questions Piri Thomas's character asks himself after his racialization. He questions the foundation of his identity and wonders if the world is really designed along a racial divide; whether he is a person who belongs in the other line; whether his whole life he has been someone other than who he thought he was. To be sure, the character felt ire and rage at the denial of his identity as he perceived it. When a purely racial identity was imposed on him, it led to perceptual dissonance and much confusion. Of course, in a jail in Puerto Rico, he could have followed his hermano puertorrique<tilde n>o in line. In La Isla they both would have been traveling the world of prisons. In the United States, the journey was in narrowly defined racialized worlds; in his realm, in the spheres and environments familiar to him, he would have taken a different journey.

In sum, the normative's hegemonic construction of race results in the confusion and conflation of race with the different concepts of [*320] ethnicity and national origin. Such a model fashions a myopic construct that ethnicizes/nationalizes race and racializes ethnicity/national origin. The few cuentos I have related effectively depict the divide between the different narratives. These silhouettes, and many others like them, emphasize the schism between the Latina/o and NLW realities and imaginations about race. Folks of color in the United States are constructed by rules which, in their own world views, are meaningless, incomprehensible and foreign. Having to travel such pre-defined roads is confusing and causes perceptual dissonance reflected in Thomas's character because the external constitution of our identities is contested and protested by our internal maps. Are we required to understand and assimilate the NLW text of normativity to determine our identities? Do these experiences simply inform us as to how the dominant Pdigm re/constructs and re/presents our identities? Does a difference exist between who we are and the majority's re/vision of who we are, in particular when the dominant construct is the adopted text? The most destabilizing question, but ultimately the one with the greatest emancipatory potential is whether we are not who we think we are but who the dominant Pdigm makes us?

III. Plural Citizens

These questions simply re/present the problematic: so long as we work with and within the adopted normative text, the master narrative, we cede its authenticity and dominance, and our text, knowledge and experience will remain subordinated. So long as the status quo prevails, our voices will be heard only in translation, our language will remain unpronounceable, and the monolingualism of law will reign. Only by building coalitions and maintaining alliances will we be able to develop a model that celebrates our multidimensionality, that maps our multiple journeys, and that makes us full citizens in society.

In this final part, I suggest that our common interests are far richer than our differences, that many of those differences exist solely because of the adoption of the foreign text, and that together we can re/constitute a model that will enable, enhance, and promote our participation within all communities. To do this, we must find our own voices, speak our own languages and write our own histories, journeys, and realities.

The Latina/o and Black communities have identified and articulated common interests in the struggle for civil rights n68 and in the [*321] development of legal theories. n69 The interests of Asians/Pacific Islanders and Latinas/os, on the one hand, and of Asians/Pacific Islanders and Blacks on the other hand,
however, have been largely perceived and presented as divergent and oppositional. One need only do a mental replay of the Los Angeles riots with the national portrayal of Blacks and Latinas/os looting stores while strongly armed Asian store-owners stood at their storefronts to defend them to get a powerful image of this racial divide. Or alternatively, one can do an instant replay of the affirmative action debate where Asians are presented as the smart, hard-working, deserving minorities who earned rightful places in our classrooms and whose participation is threatened by lower-testing, less industrious, less deserving Blacks and Latinas/os.

In the last part of the Essay I will endeavor to build a bridge between and among all communities of color by taking a different look at the Black, Latina/o and Asian/Pacific communities, n70 suggest how much we have in common, and articulate some of our shared stories, histories, truths. By doing so I propose to create the foundation for the bridge to join all our communities.

Initially, while it is appropriate to recognize, respect, and embrace our differences, some of which I will articulate below, let me urge that we utilize them constructively. If we engage in polilocal hermeneutics we can and will learn from each other's issues, struggles, and successes rather than permit these differences to cause schisms between or among our communities. With a broad harmonious perspective we can seek to globalize solutions, answers, and clarifications in order for the collective interpretations and resolutions crafted, designed, and executed to benefit not only all of our communities within these borders, but global communities that might face similar dilemmas as well.

[*322] To be sure, major differences exist between and among Black, Latina/o, and Asian/Pacific groups. Indeed, one should question whether with the panethnicity of such groups a homogenizing, one-word label for the diverse grouping is even desirable or appropriate. n71 For one, historically there have been dramatically different immigration patterns, as well as enormously divergent reasons for Latina/o and Asian immigrations. n72 Of course, for Blacks the first immigration - slavery - was unique and involuntary. As a result, one of the dramatic differences between mainland African-Americans and Afro-Caribbeans, Asian/Pacific Americans, and Latinas/os is that they do not have any space or geography where they are, in fact, the normativa/o - where they have mapped and designed their own country, history, and culture. However, more recent Black immigrations share common patterns with Latina/o and Asian/Pacific persons who come for work, to better the living conditions of their families, or to escape totalitarian political regimes. One interesting consequence of these changes is that while the panethnicity of Latinas/os and Asian/Pacific groups have been subject of much discussion, n73 recent immigrations have rendered the Black community increasingly diverse. These immigrations include not only immigration from many different African countries and [*323] cultures, but also from the Caribbean countries with cultural heritages as different as Jamaica, Haiti, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic. Such increased diversity increases the commonality and intersection of issues of Blacks with those facing Latina/o and Asian/Pacific groups, such as the right to retain cultural traditions and to speak different languages.

However, groups are vastly different with respect to their abilities to integrate into White communities. Demographic data suggests that Asians have been more successful at integrating into White communities than Latinas/os, n74 although that seems not to be the case for Latinas/os who self-identify as White or those who have achieved proficiency in English language skills and who have highly developed skill levels. n75 Asians appear to be the most integrated of any minority group n76 and may explain the fact that Asians have the highest rate of intermarriage of any outgroup. n77 This however, presents a serious problem with respect to the Black community which, notwithstanding the longest standing of roots is "the group least able [*324] to convert skills into income, least able to convert income into integrated neighborhoods, least able to cross racial barriers to marry. And so, by any measure, the group with perhaps the longest history as "real Americans' has the least access to opportunity." n78

Certainly these differences are significant and not ones that we can or should elide. Yet, our communities can learn to travel these differences by engaging in polilocal hermeneutics so that we can learn, discern,
and understand their sources and causes. Such comprehension will allow informed coalitions to emerge, coalitions without the empowerment capacity of which we lose the emancipatory potential of our collective knowledges. This liberatory goal to achieve full participatory citizenship will permit the design and construction of public policies and opportunities that will meet all of our communities' needs, beyond any one community's self-interest.

Moreover, notwithstanding real differences, consider the plethora of similarities, particularly within the problematics of the master narrative. For instance, reflect on the dichotomous Black/White Pdigm. Latinas/os and Asian Americans share a lot in that regard, in the sense that, relationally speaking, both groups are considered neither Black nor White - at least not as the binary concept of race is constructed in this country. In addition, an increasing number of Blacks - ranging from Cuban, Puerto Rican, Dominican, Jamaican, Haitian, and from many African nation-states - do not neatly fit into the infrastructure of a Pdigm that focuses on the common knowledge about skin color and excludes and obscures co-existing realities of culture and language.

There also are some other very fascinating points of convergence - some even that at first blush appear to be points of divergence. Language, for example, plays a salient role in our communities in various ways. For one, language allows community identity. Significantly, within and across the Asian communities, because of its panethnicity and varied tongues, it is ironically the English language that allows for collective communication. Similarly, Black communities, particularly more recent immigrations, will have to rely on English and its limitations for collective deliberations. On the other hand, within and among the comunidades Latinas the Spanish language plays or can serve that purpose. Nonetheless, we must be mindful that many Latinas/os whose presence within these borders is of long standing, may have, over the years, and perhaps in response to the derision and othering, lost their Spanish language ability.

There is also another interesting twist, a different path, if we consider accents. Accented English is a characteristic of our community's speech that can be used to render us outsiders - our accented English not being erotic or exotic but rather emblematic of our otherness. In thinking of the Afro-American community and language, the recent uproar over Ebonics reflects at least the normatives' perception that these native, real Americans have language issues too.

The very otherness or outsidersness status is another characteristic that our communities share. Indeed, with respect to the Latina/o and Asian/Pacific communities, not only are we not normative, we are not Black and not White. In addition, we are seen as foreign, alien, not "American." This non-American-ness makes our communities targets of nativistic feelings and initiatives. How many times has one of us, or one of our friends or family member been asked where we are from and been told that "Brooklyn" is not the appropriate answer by the simple follow up of "no, no, I mean where are you from?" Or in unkindder climes, how many times have we been told to "go home" - this incantation frequently uttered if any of us dares be critical of these beautiful and wonderful United States of America. How many times and how may of us have been complemented on "how well we speak English." Certainly, a name like mine is prima facie evidence of my foreignness. To be sure, more recent Black immigrations, including Francophone and Latina/o Blacks, might result in an increasing number of Blacks facing this foreignness plight.

This attribution of foreignness takes us through travels in convoluted paths which emphasize our alien and different status. For example, recall the destabilizing effect the purchase by some private entity that happened to be Japanese-owned of an interest in Rockefeller Center - an "American" landmark - had on our society. There was a near-hysterical reaction and fear about the Japanese taking over, even though such consequences from the isolated purchase of an interest in one building complex is impossible. Significantly, no similar reaction has ever been exhibited toward the much larger ownerships of American real estate by the British. Although Prop 187 is not a sophisticated business deal, its raison d'etre - the elimination from our country of undeserving Latinas/os who are taking American jobs - plays on similar nativistic emotions. Finally, the near hysteria over the Haitian "boat people" - persons simply
seeking to come to the home of the free and to escape starvation, disease, and torture imposed by a brutal and repressive regime, reveals similar nativistic animus against a Black population. n88

Moreover, although our immigration narratives may be different with respect to specifics, as well as with respect to their colonial or enslavement roots, there are, it appears to me, similar narratives of exclusion that our communities have experienced. For example, as not White, Blacks, Asians/Pacific Islanders, and Latinas/os were largely excluded from citizenship when Congress restricted naturalization to "white persons." n89 Later immigrations were limited by the presence quotas. n90 As not Black and not White, many Asian/Pacific Islanders and Latinas/os could not obtain citizenship even after the prohibition against Blacks becoming citizens was lifted. n91

The immigration context also serves to indicate another large similarity in our communities: they are panethnic. Interestingly enough, the appellations of the Asian/Pacific American label refers to a diverse community that includes different histories and languages such as Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, Laotian, Cambodian, Hmong and others. Similarly, Latinas/os are a diverse peoples of many races - something finally recognized in the more recent census categories n92 - and national origins including Mexican, Cuban, Puerto Rican, Colombian, Ecuadorian, and more. Finally, Blacks can be African-Americans with roots in many African states, Afro-Caribbean, and Afro-Latina/o.

Another intriguing commonality is the burden imposed on some of our communities by the model minority myth and its intersection with the recently reignited affirmative action problematic. Asians generally are given this model minority label n93 that has been used to create a wedge between Asian communities and other communities of color - Black and Latina/o. The affirmative action debate suggests that Asians will be harmed by being denied jobs or admission to schools so as to accept other "less qualified" minorities. n94 That divisive label, thinly veiled as a compliment, also has been used to refer to Cubans with the unsavory consequences of creating a wedge between Cubans, on the one hand, and other Latinas/os and Blacks on the other. Such "model minority" labeling has the negative and deleterious effects of denying the reality of discrimination against Asian/Pacific Americans and Cubans and simultaneously legitimizing the oppression of other persons of color. For example, the myth detracts attention from segments of the Asian community that have serious economic and educational disadvantages, like the Hmong peoples. Moreover, this divisiveness allows the race-conscious normativos/as to claim a type of moral high ground by wrapping their nativist sentiments in the blanket of Asian/Pacific American and Cuban worries and concerns. This also hurts other communities of color who are "blamed" for their own impoverishment - economic, educational, and moral, for their lack of skills attainment, and for not being as successful as others. This situation, of course, translates to some communities not being hard-working enough, or not intelligent enough, or not trying hard enough, or some other mythical pretext that becomes transmogrified into the master narrative's (and popular culture's) incontrovertible, factual truth.

Interestingly, for a long time, Cubans at the University of Florida were not considered minorities; in fact, Cubans themselves objected to such designation. At present, the ethnic/racial classifications for Latinas/os applying to the University of Florida include Hispanic/Black and Hispanic/White. n95 This is significant because while it recognizes some of the racial diversity among Latinas/os, it wholly renders invisible, and itself "others" those in our community with Native/Indigenous roots as they do not clearly "belong" under either existing classification. Such are the dangers of ceding the text to the normative; such are the failings of not engaging in the polilocal hermeneutics that validate all the narratives as spoken in their own voices.

Finally, our communities' views of culture and family as well as stereotypical images of Latinas, Black, and Asian/Pacific women work to subordinate women's roles and lives. n96 For instance, in Latina/o and Asian/Pacific cultures women are supposed to be subservient, submissive, servile, self-abnegating beings whose reason for living is to meet the needs of their families. This is their proper role. Yet stereotypes work to sexualize both Latinas and Asian women so that they are viewed as sexually desirable. On the one hand, there is the prevalent image of the passive, exotic Asian woman, there to please, which is the basis for a lot
of the mail-order bride industry. On the other hand, there is the image of the hot Latina, sure to please, the mala mujer if one contextualizes within the cultura latina. And while Black women have long been seen as strong and independent, they too are viewed as pillars of their families and their image also has been sexualized.

Given all these similarities and shared concerns, it is my aspiration that notwithstanding our substantial differences, and without minimizing, obscuring, or eliding these, all communities of color can work together to re/formulate Pdigms and identity narratives in a new, different, positive, inclusive way. Indeed, it is rather puzzling that considering all these parallelisms and likenesses we have not been able to build, in the course of our histories within these borders, great, strong, supportive coalitions and alliances.

So I conclude with the challenge to all our communities that we work towards doing just that by engaging in conversations with our hearts and intellects bridging our cultures - by way of the process I have labeled polilocal hermeneutics. There will be successes and there will be stresses. There will be times we personally, or our community, might not identify with the issue or concern before us. But it is that very time, that in order to move forward and ensure that each one of us is the beneficiary of the social contract, even if we do not share or identify with our neighbor's concern we learn about it, understand it, and join forces to solve it. Only then will we be able to be the architects of change that will see all of our communities, all of our children, have access to the health, education, employment, housing opportunities in an environment free from racism, nativism, sexism, homophobia, and fear of difference. Only then will our plural citizenry be a full and equal participant in our society with all the rights and obligations that such status demands, promotes, and deserves.
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